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On behalf of the Kaimin we wish every student and 
member of the Faculty a Merry Christmas and a very 
happy and prosperous New Year.
We are indeed fortunate in securing the services of 
Miss Roxy Howell, who will fill the vacancy caused by the 
resignation of Miss Lewis, one of our literary editors.
We are pleased to learn of the action the State Board 
has taken in regard to the consolidation of the state edu­
cational institutions and hope that their action will not 
be unheeded by the legislature.
Christmas time! In whose heart is not a jovial feel­
ing aroused; in whose mind are not some pleasant associa­
tions awakened by the recurrence of Christmas. There 
seems magic in the very name of Christmas!
The university grounds are still undergoing improve­
ment. A neat, substantial and durable iron fence has been 
placed around the most exposed part of the west and north 
sides of the grounds. This adds much to the beauty of 
the campus and also gives better protection.
W H Y  HAVE A COLLEGE PUBLICATION?
The college paper has its place in the field of journal­
ism as well as any other magazine or newspaper published. 
There are some who believe that such an undertaking is
not worth while especially in comparatively small institu­
tions. They cannot see the benefits to be derived there­
from.
If it accomplish nothing else, it develops and trains 
those who have the management of it each year, in a line 
of work which cannot fail to be useful in after years: It is 
in the nature of a private business enterprise, and those 
who are charged with its successful carrying forward, and 
are responsible for its success or failure, gain an experi­
ence that is invaluable when they step out into the world, 
and have to paddle their own canoe.
Judging from the standard of usefulness, we think it 
may rightfully claim a place. There are the local columns 
that give the news of interest in and about the college 
during the month. Even though there are many items that 
may have appeared elsewhere, yet they are still of inter­
est to the students when they find them in their college 
paper, and there are very often occurrences in some de­
partments were it not that they are heralded through the 
columns of the college press.
Then, too, very often productions by students deserve 
much praise. When such are published, it stimulates to 
greater effort, and as a consequence better productions. 
And as the standard of excellence is raised in literary com­
positions, the more credit will they be to the college jour­
nal, and thus it is raised in the estimation of its readers.
It frequently happens that articles are printed in news­
papers, magazines, or other college papers that are of spe­
cial interest to students. These will bear repetition and be 
of interest and appreciated.
The college magazine may be the dumping ground of 
mere trash, or it may contain food for thought that will 
develop the mental capacity, and be a satisfaction to the 
one who reads it. It may be the means of lowering the 
standard of college ethics, or it may exercise its little in 
fluence in favor of the moral development of the students.
A D V IS A B IL IT Y  OF A SHORTER COLLEGE COURSE.
A movement looking to a shorter college course has 
been inaugurated in the United States. Colleges of wide 
reputation and long standing such as Harvard, Brown 
University and the University of Pennsylvania have al­
ready taken steps towards the reduction of the course to 
three years. President Nicholas Murray Butler of 
Columbia University not only encourages this idea, but 
goes a step further and suggests that for certain speci­
fied classes of students, the course should be reduced to 
two years, without, however, abandoning the present plan 
of a four years’ course.
Plausible arguments may be found on both sides of 
the question, but it would seem to be for the best inter­
ests of higher education to retain the present system of a
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four years’ college course before granting a degree. The 
plan President Butler recommends be adopted at Colum­
bia, however, might be a feasible one. He would offer 
two courses. One of four years, and one of two years, the 
latter to be included in the former. The satisfactory 
completion of tne shorter course would qualify the stu­
dent for admission to any of the professional or technicle 
schools of the University. This would shorten the road 
to a professional degree by two years, and at the same 
time he would retain the four years’ course for all of those 
who are looking forward to a more scholarly career.
The four years’ course certainly has many manifest 
advantages even to those who propose after grau 'ation 
to enter upon some active business. The opinion that 
the present system of requiring four years’ training is 
fast becoming the exclusive privilege of the rich is er­
roneous. It has been demonstrated times too numerous to 
mention that no one who has the determination and grit 
to complete a college course can do so, whether or not 
be has some one to back him, or pay his expenses.
A good argument against the proposition is that it 
would place the college on the same plane with prepara­
tory schools, theieby multiplying greatly degree giving 
institutions, and subjecting the smaller institutions to a 
very formidable competiton. On the other hand, the 
scheme would meet with favor with that large class of 
persons who must do the every day professional work of 
the world, and who are anxious to enter upon their chos­
en calling while their minds are stili fresh, and their ap­
petite for mental discipline keen.
x - x - x  X X X  •X X x - x  X — K X  X X ~ X ~  X
|f Literary Department T
A FORGOTTEN LADY
Gentlemen past their prime, particularly frolicsome 
old Co.onels, have an unfortunate predilection for making 
spinsters the target ior many a merry joke. In Colonel 
Parker the partiality for this kind of wit had reached a 
monstrous growth. But on the night of Mrs. Benson Hunt’s 
Christmas dinner he was beaten at his own game; each 
keen tnrust Miss Bromly foiled. Freedom had
developed her too roundly; she had grown old
too gracefully, too intelligently, too athletically to be vul­
nerable to Mackery.
“Yes, Colonel, call me a “ forgotten lady. ” It is a gen­
tler name than “old maid.’’ And see how tonight I have 
come to the dinner table alone, because the guest whom 
our hostess had assigned as my partner has forgotten the 
dinner hour, or has been delayed. But wait, and let us 
hope that he will come before the‘dinner is finished.”
“Haha—a concession then, Miss Bromly. I under­
stand you to speak in parables. Interpreted you say, ‘To 
the feast of Life my Beloved comes late.’ But I wait for 
him; beside me I reserve his place empty.”
“No, Colonel, I imply nothing. On the other hand 
I dispute you. Life is not a feast. There are no empty
places. And a forgotten lady ceases to be such the mo­
ment she is remembered.”
Just then the belated guest arrived. He exchanged 
courtesies with his hostess, made his apology— a delayed 
train— and was introduced to his dinner partner. “Miss 
Bromly, Herr Kuphal.”
The German murmured a polite phrase. Miss Brom­
ly—not even the German, no one but the watchful old Col­
onel— saw the quick start of recognition that came to her 
eyes and the little sudden gesture of her hand. Then her 
eyes met the Colonel’s, she smiled and nodded.
“Forgotten indeed, Colonel.”
“Fool,” thought Colonel Parker, when after dinner, he 
over heard Kuphal thanking Mrs. Hunt for providing him 
with so charming a table companion; and “Fool” thought 
the colonel when he noticed the extreme littleness with 
which the German conversed among the other guests. But 
the Colonel laughed and followed when he saw the haste 
with which Herr Kuphal availed himself of the first oppor­
tunity of again occupying a place beside Miss Bromly.
“Miss Bromly” Kuphal asked her, “what is there about 
you that haunts me like— like nothing less illusionary than 
some dream 1 dreamed in sleep when a boy? I have never 
met you before tonight; and yet there is about you a 
breath suggestive of the past.”
“ Have you forgotten then?” she began impetuously, but 
bit her lip and in an instant added lightly, “How in the 
Cambrian age we drifted in the same puddle.”
Nearby the Colonel chuckled. “The Cambrian age! 
They say that Mary Bromly is not sarcastic. Is innocent 
of slang! Lord who shall measure the resources of a wo­
man’s vanity. The age of lobsters and oysters. Tq he:”
The German was not so discerning.
“No,” he said, “surely it must have been more re­
cently. Oh— yes; you have a nose like a girl I knew years 
ago. Sunddenly and after years of forgetfulness I remem­
ber— how strang. You guess aright an “affaire de l’am- 
our.” It was in Norlolk twenty years ago. and during my 
first visit to America. Her name was Mary. I remember 
only her Christian name. I do not recall the circumstan­
ces distinctly. I thought she loved me, thought it my duty 
to dec.are my love. She declined the proposal to become 
my wife, weeping for fear of having broken my heart, and 
I went away promising to return at some future day and I 
forgot. And she promised to be waiting at some future 
day— perhaps— and she forgot, too, I suppose; and who 
knows but that Mary is today the wife of some other man. 
But why do you look so disapprovingly at me; have I not 
proved the more faithful? I am but wedded to ray art.” 
“Van ity of vanities all is vanity,” she murmured a little 
irreverantly, and then her Cousin called her. “Good by,” 
she said, “I am pleased to have met you. You go tomor­
row?”
“Tonight; unfortunately.”
Miss Bromly had turned to go and unawares she sur­
prised a malicious light in the Colonel’s eyes. Some si­
lent power within cautioned her and on an impulse she 
offered her hand to the German a second time. “Peace 
and good will,” she said, smiled sweetly from Kuphal to 
the Colonel and walked softly after her cousin.
The smile charmed the German beyond searching a
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connection for the words. It was the Colonel’s turn to 
bite his lip; and he thought hard, then he spoke.
“Pleasant that you and Miss Bromly should meet 
again?”
“Again?”
“Yes. An old flame of yours. Is she not? Why Miss 
Mary herself told me that she knew you at Norfolk, twenty 
years ago. You were old sweethearts she said.”
Old colonels frequently have the mathematical power 
of putting two and two together, also frequently they do 
not scruple to lie.
“Mien leiben Gott!” ejaculated the German.
The great inward light that broke upon him was re­
flected in his crimson face.
SEM, T H E  YOUNG DAKOTA BRAYE.
How lightly, lightly, fell the flakes in mirthful care­
lessness, and silent stood the mountain pines, content with 
winter’s load. It was Christmas morn and Sem stood 
measuring time by the Christmastide, and a hundred such 
he might have gone but recollection stopped at one far 
distant in the years when Sem was a young Dakota brave.
How like those flakes the years had come and in the 
winter time of life had left their mark where youthful 
ardor once rebelled. Those eyes that once looked toward 
the stars, were bent in sober thought and the hand that 
once the nations feared supported a whitened brow.
It was on a day which in long after years Sem had 
learned to reverance as the Christmastide; it was on that 
day that a messenger appeared in the winter camp of 
the Dakotas. The tribe was hostile to all bordering na­
tions and that messenger fell by the arrows of a hundred 
braves. But in that dying breast a purpose clung, and 
half-raising he faced the throng of braves and, pointing 
to a time-worn quiver, cried, “He that follows that—the 
same shall have Lawanta.” Lawanta, all that Indian 
maiden could have been* incarnation of a thousand virtues, 
idol of a hundred tribes. The last sigh spent itself in the 
shuffle that ensued. Sem carefully drew from the quiver— 
a jewelled soul, so richly jeweled that all looked on in won­
derment.
How memory thrills the ebbing life and lives it over 
in an hour. Sem thought how little he knew then of that 
struggle at his feet, the trials that that dying heart had 
borne, the passion of its nature. The old chief’s head still 
lower bent and memory took her course.
That day there was a great contest, a contest of skill 
and endurance which decided whose lot it was to bear the 
jewelled skull. The braves lined up in battle line and 
matched their steady bows, they lined in running form and 
ran the circle of the wood, they jumped, and rushed their 
skiffs down the swift rapids of the stream. In all of which 
Sem was master of the course. How tough were his sin­
ews. how complete his grace, how light were his feet and 
how true his arrows fell! Truly the idol of the tribe. And 
in the dance his feet kept perfect time with the gladness 
of his heart and he rejoiced to bear around with him the 
jewelled skull.
Far toward the western hills two brothers kept their 
tribes at peace. Of the one of these, Lawanta was the 
pride and boast. Of the other, legend told of a son that
was to have been a mighty warrior but a hostile tribe had 
carried him off to an eastern land. It was also told that 
some day a mighty warrior would sweep down from the 
North and single handed slay the tribes of the Western 
Sun.
Many months had passed since Sem had stepped so 
lightly through his native woods. Trials had come and 
dangers passed, and thoughts of home had lingered with 
him long. Winter had calmed into graceful spring and 
spring to rosy summer. Summer’s leaves had decked the 
earth and Winter came again.
It was on a brighter mid-winter day that a scout came 
rushing through the camp of the Western Sun. Grave 
news that breathless rider bore; and messengers rushed 
here and there. A great warrior in the North had met a 
hunting party—only one of these survived. Ten ruddy 
warriors, the pick of the Western Sun, assayed to meet 
that man. The arrows fell from whence no living eye 
could see, they worked so fast and furiously that all were 
down before the foe was seen. Sumba, prophet of the Wes­
tern Sun, rehearsed in hastening words the olden legend. 
The aged chief rushed forth in all the valor of his younger 
days. That mighty warrior harmed him not; but raised 
aloft a glistening skull. The old chief sighed. Lawanta 
heard that sigh and, rushing forth, beheld the stalwart 
form bearing aloft a glistening skull—alas the story of that 
skull.
Sem had recognized his former lord. The youthful 
eye remembered well the form and features of his old time 
chief. Then gladness seized the camp of the Western 
Sun. The word was passed that the long lost son of the 
brother chief was back.
That night by the warmth of the central fire, Sem 
learned from the lips of Lawanta how she had loved a 
noble brave, how a brother had fallen in desperate battle 
and how her 'suitor had rescued the skull from among the 
trophies of a mighty chief, and how he had essayed to 
carry it to a distant land where a queer people would adorn 
it with jewels. Sem’s own arrow, truest of them all, had 
pierced that heart so much desired. 'Sem’s head dropped 
lower. A whisper came in to them; the brother chief of 
the Western .Sun had succumbed to grief and joy.
But these things had passed many years before, and 
they seemed a dream to Sem. Yet well he knew that on 
a far back Christmas morn he had become chief of the 
Western Sun.
T H E  S E T T L E M E N T  IN EARLY ENGLISH POETRY.
By the year six hundred thirteen, the Anglos and 
Saxons were firmly established in England. The main 
struggle for possession was over; the invaders had subdued 
the Welsh and the country was theirs. Then came the war 
of English king with English king for supremacy in this 
newly-conquered land. But while the kings fought, the 
people made haste to follow up the conquest by the set­
tlement. The records of these settlements exist only in 
some short poems of the times and in the lines of longer 
ones.
The Anglo-Saxon peoples, who came to England imme­
diately after its conquest by their warriors, settled mostly 
along the sea coast and the Roman roads, partly because
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both gave easy means of communication, partly because 
along the roads were situated the Roman villas, on which 
they sometimes built their homes. The Roman towns they 
left severely alone, and these were, in consequence, haunt­
ed by wolf and fox.
As immigration continued, the newer settlers were 
forced to go farther into the country.So they settled along 
the rivers, in the fertile valleys and as land became more 
scarce, they drained the marshes and cultivated them. 
The poorer class, those not entitled to hold land, settled 
on the edges of moors and in desert places along the shores, 
where they lived by hunting and fishing. Often by some 
deed of bravery in battle, they won the favor of an earl 
or lord and by him were granted land to cultivate.
The moor, heath and forest were shunned and given 
up to their respective spirit dwellers. From the moor- 
pools came vile odors and air laden with malaria, the fierce 
fiends who wasted the people. The mist and snow of the 
heath were giants and evil spirits who led wanderers as­
tray to destroy them. But the forest was the most thickly 
peopled, both in imagination and in reality. Here lurked 
the dragon and elf who strenuously opposed agriculture. 
Here, too, lived many a Celtic fugitive, many an outlaw 
and in its depths some bold hermit made his home. Bears, 
wild-cats, boars and herds of wild cattle roamed thro’ 
the woods. The beaver and badger resented the approach 
of man, and the wolves howled in the waste places at night 
In one way the people admired these grand forests of beech, 
oak, maple and linden with their undergrowth of thorn 
bushes. They called them the curly locks on the head of 
Earth and in their songs celebrated their beauty. Among 
the branches sang the nightingales, the cuckoos and the 
starlings. Still their predominant feeling toward the for­
est was one of dread. So they settled only on the edges 
of the woods and used the forest land only when no other 
could be had.
The early English settled in families, clearing only 
enough ground for themselves and their kinsmen. In this 
way quite a large hamlet grew up in which all the dwellers 
were related. The center of this little village was the 
great hall of the kinsmen, built after the fashion of the 
chief’s palace on the Continent, its gables ornamented 
with stag horns. Near by stood the clump of trees unde?* 
which probably was held the first meeting at which it 
was decided to settle in that place. Beneath these trees 
were still held the tribal meetings, at which the oldest 
member presided as chief. Here the assembly of freemen 
made their own laws; here disputes were settled; here 
war and peace were decided upon. The main road, which 
was often paved, lead directly to the hall and along it went 
the warriors as they issued forth for battle; by it returned 
the victorious band to be received with rejoicing. Then 
in the evening came the banquet in the hall, to which 
the horn invited all who wanted to come. What a scene 
it must have been! The torches gleaming fitfully from 
their holds in the wall; the polished armour, the gaudy 
garments; the long tables, the raised seat for the chief, the 
wild music from the harp, flute and bagpipe; the singing, 
the games, the flowing bowl passing all too often from 
band to hand; the rising of the martial spirit as some old 
hero brought forth his sword and told of its heroic deeds 
or the youthful warriors disputed as to who had been firm­
est in battle; the frequent quarrels, the drawing of swords 
and the exchange of blows with which these barbaric 
feasts so often ended.
From the hall many paths led to the homes of the 
freemen, each surrounded by its garden and orchard; with 
its beehives and vineyard. Here the women worked the 
loom and spinningwheel, while the Welsh servants went to 
and fro carrying water from the village well near £he hall.
If the village were Christian, a cross would be found 
within Its boundary, possibly a rude church; if heathenism 
still prevailed, a pole carved with emblems would stand 
near the edge of the forest as a safe-guard against evil 
spirits. About the homes of the freemen and the hall was 
built a mound of earth surmounted by a fence. Evil spir­
its dared not come within this enclosure, but without they 
reigned supreme.
Inside this wall went on the busy round of life— the 
grinding of corn at the village mill, the building of boats 
on the streams, the cobbler sitting on his bench, the potter 
moulding the clay, the worker in gold and silver ornament­
ing the hilts of the swords and the crests of the helmets 
which came from the war-smith’s near by.
Just outside this wall lay the common pasture for the 
sheep and young cattle and the fenced fields for tilling. 
Here the serfs plowed with oxen and here the owner sang 
his charms and worked his spells over fruitless, bewitched 
land. Very elaborate was the ceremony— the burying of 
oil, honey and milk, the singing of litanies, the saying of 
the Paternoster and the planting of foreign seeds.
Farther out. beyond the fields, were the larger mea­
dows whither the slaves took the herds in the morning 
from the nightly folds safe within the village enclosure. 
Spells must needs be spoken over the herds also, lest an 
evil spirit lead them away where the shepherd could not 
find them.
Farthest away of all were the herds of swine. Some­
times these ted in the oak forests, when their keepers 
were so bold as to enter these abodes of spirits. The 
woodman, too. was often forced to encroach upon the sa­
cred precincts for wood to make or mend the houses, fences 
or ploughs.
All this life was reflected in their poetry. Riddle after 
riddle tells us of the way these people lived and thought. 
One tells of the ox complaining of the rough paths; an­
other of the plough entering the forest to mark out the 
new settlement; another of the rake with which the farmer 
drags out the hurtful weeds from his garden; another of 
the young steer which has broken away from the pasture. 
We read in one. of the falcon with which the chief hunted; 
in another of the web brought to the chief by one of the 
women. The riddle on the mead tells of the bringing of 
honey from the hills and dells and then of the brawler's 
hasty words when he had drunk his fill.
From such records as these, we build the story of the 
life in the early English settlement.
— Jessie M. Bishop.
T H E  SM ALL BOY.
In the beginning God created Heaven and Earth, then 
he created man. There are good reasons, no doubt, why 
a boy instead of a man, was not created. Adam was cheat-
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ed out of what our elders tell us is the happiest part of 
life. This is not only hearsay, but we have proven it by 
experience.
We are just coming to a full realization of the fact 
that we do not know our own children, and the boy is 
part of an interesting problem. The small boy is a great 
inventor. The “devil’s devices” that are the work of his 
hands, are only part of those that take life in his brain. 
Who has not had his nerves shaken by the whirr and 
screech of a tick-tack? His inventive genius usually 
takes a turn in tne direction of discomfiting humanity in 
general. Small girl, boon companion, or his elders contri­
bute to his delight. To put a cold frog in a little girl’s 
coat pocket, a pin in his school fellow’s back, or a ban­
ana peel by his master’s desk ,and realize the fulfillment 
of his hope, doubles him up with laughter. It is not to be 
supposed that these tricks are merely the outcome of a ma­
licious spirit; it is more that his brain is forever inventing 
and he cannot be expected to sit still with folded hands. 
Often I have heard my mother say in despair of my small 
brother: “I honestly believe that while I am whipping
that child for one thing he is plotting what he shall do 
next.”
There is also a little wickedness in his composition, 
indeed it is so evident at times we feel that “ little fiend” 
is an appropriate term for him. It is only good little boys 
who do not have this element in their nature, and good 
little boys are blessings it takes no great mathematician 
to count. He is not absolutely wicked but he likes to pull 
the wings of flies, cut the fins off of fish to see If they can 
swim (which innocent diversion I found two nephews en­
joying once), step on a dog’s tail in the course of some 
aimless peregrination, and as to tying tin cans on them— 
well, they never get over that it seems, but “men are only 
boys grown up.”
He is a humorist in a way, mostly unintentional. A 
thought being suggested to him and being turned over in 
his mind may in his mouth take a sudden turn that for its 
very simplicity and the manner in which it is spoken pro­
voke laughter which is rewarded by a bashful or silly 
grin, as the young humorist is usually surprised by the 
outburst he has occasioned. Once there was a little boy 
who had an aunt. This aunt was a charming woman, and 
as a result she was continually inspiring some young man 
» with the tender passion. She was a tender hearted girl 
who greatly sympathised with her victims. This was the 
case at one time, but before her sympathy led her into 
rashness she returned to her home in the eastern part of 
the state. Perhaps his heart was caught on the rebound, 
or perhaps it was from pique—shortly afterwards the young 
man married. The mama of the little boy invited the bride 
and groom to dinner one day and it was when a break 
occurred in the conversation, and the room was quiet, that 
the little boy suddenly pointing to the groom said: “That
is the man my Aunt Katie forgot to marry.” It was as if 
everyone had received an electric shock, the groom red­
dened, and the bride stared, then a burst of laughter saved 
the day, the victim leading it.
It is not at all improbable that many of our slang 
phrases are originated by the street Arab. He is not en­
cumbered with a very large vocabulary, and expresses him­
self by comparison, or some idea suggested by the object 
of which he wishes to speak.
The young hopeful is a student of nature, so the poet 
tells us. He can mimick the call of the birds; he knows 
when the robin, swallow and thrush come and when they 
build, for he is a plunderer and must know where to get 
his spoils; he can show you where the reddest berries 
grow, and tell you when each wild flower begins to thrust 
its tender fingers through the ground.
The small urchin is daring to rashness. He can safely 
go where older people would hesitate; he can walk a plank 
like a circus man, climb a tree like a cat; dive recklessly 
into the deepest pool, and what he cannot do In the shape 
of gymnastics had better not be tried.
That this boy has a mission in the world is shown by 
Wendall Holmes:
“You hear that boy laughing?—you think he’s all fun;
But the angels laugh, too, at he good he has done;
The children laugh loud as they troop to his call,
And the poor man who knows him laughs longest of all.”
L. F. J.
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We are pleased to learn that a permanent athletic 
director may soon be secured.
Helena High School—0.
Second Team ’Varsity—0.
The above score tells briefly the story of as pretty 
a game of foot-ball as has been seen here this season. It 
was intensely interesting, and on a number of occasions 
it looked as if the “ Scrubs” would score. But each time 
unfortunate plays were made and the ball lost to Helena.
Two more evenly matched teams have never been seen 
in Missoula. Throughout the game, first one side advanced 
the ball, and then lost it on downs, only to gain it again In 
the same manner.
The varsity may be proud of th<| “ Scrubs.” None nad 
ever played a regular game before, and they showed that 
the material for a strong team was there, needing only a 
little more concerted practice.
Cochrane at center, put up a good game, and showed the 
result of hard work in practice. Greenough and Smith at 
guards, played aggressively, and broke througn again and 
again, for good results. Hughes and Dimmick, the tackles 
played hard, and opened good holes for line bucks. Urlln 
and Marceyes on the ends broke up interference and made 
hard, sure tackles. Farrell, who took Marceyes’ place, 
showed up especially strong on offence, making several 
good gains. Behind the line, Polleys exhibited skill as a 
team general, and as a sure, hard tackier. Garlington and 
Johnson as halves, put up star games both on offense and 
defense. Fergus at full back, bucked the line like a veter­
an, and backed it up well on defense.
For the visitors Holmes, Sloan and Van Hook played 
fast games, the latter being especially strong at punting.
The game was a clean one, from beginning to end, and 
nothing occurred to mar the enjoyment save the injuries
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of Marceyes and Davidson. The former ruptured a blood­
vessel in his arm while stopping an end play, and the lat­
ter suffered a sprained ankle, when thrown by a hard 
tackle.
E: C. Mulroney acted as referee, and J. G. McKay as 
umpire.
The Lineup.
Scrubs— Cochrane, center; Smith, right guard; Green- 
ough, left guard; Dimmick, right tackle; Hughes, left 
tackel; Marceys and Farrell, right end; Urlin, left erfd; 
Johnson, right halt back; Garlington, left halfback; Fergus, 
fulback; Polleys, quarterback.
Helena— Carleton, center; Bennett, right augrd; 
Gaugh, left guard; Calph, right tackle; Davidson, left tack­
le; Sloan, right end; Goodman, left end; Strong, right half­
back; Kleinschmidt, left halfback; Van Hook, fullback; 
Holmes, quarterback.
T H A N K S G IV IN G  FOOTBALL RESULTS.
Bozeman College ........................... ................................................38
State University ...........................................................................0
Michigan .......................................................................................... 23
M innesota ............................................ ................................ 6
Pennsylvania ...................................................................................12
Cornell ................................................................................ r............ 11
Denver Athletic ........................................................................... 11
Colorado.......................................... ................................................... 10
Stanford .......................*............................................................ . . .3 5
Utah .............................................................................. .................... 11
U N IV E R S IT Y  GIRLS SUPERIOR TO H E L E N A  BASKET
BALL TEA M
With a score of 12 to 7, the girls of the Helena High 
school team went down to defeat before the University 
of Montana's team at basket ball Friday evening, Dec. 12. 
The game was played in Union hall before nearly 1,000 
people, and was exciting from start to finish. Miss Lucy 
Stevens, who played center for Helena, slipped in a fierce 
scrimmage after the ball and sustained a blow upon the 
head which compelled her to retire from the game. She 
recovered a short time after the game had closed.
It was University’s superior playing that won. Of this 
there is no question. They were more active and emerged 
from every sharp encounter with a display of decided 
strength, superior to their agile and clever opponents. 
This is attributed to more thorough training in athletic 
exercises, and was the means of winning the game.
Helena proved to be the better players on defense. 
Frequent were the plays where the ball was forced into 
their territory and a goal prevented by sharp playing.
A feature of the game was the goal throwing by Miss 
Mabel Jones of Missoula. All of the goals scored except­
ing one, were made by her, and at all times her aggressive 
work was in evidence.
While the contest was athletic and active throughout, 
there was no rough playing. Miss Stevens’ accident was
the result of a slip, and entirely unavoidable. Helena 
showed a number of clever plays in ball passing that prov­
ed to be revelations to the locals, but the shiftiness of the 
University maidens by reason of superior athletic ability 
overcame this.
The line-up was:
University— Lucia Merriles, C.; Mabel Jones, L. F.; 
Eloise Rigby, R. F.; Miriam Hatheway, L. G.; ^Dorothy 
Polleys, R. G.
Helena— Lucy Stephens, C.; Winnie Cooney, L. F.; 
Elsie Abrahamson, R. F.; Polly Eckles, L. G.; Maud Sagie,
R. G.
Following the game the visitors were entertained at 
a banquet given at the Cafe Royal. The Helena team left 
for home Saturday morning, defeated, but confident of 
having met their superiors, and having had a delightful 
trip.
The recent visit of the football team from the state 
agricultural college to Missoula is still the theme of dis­
cussion among the university students. While the boys 
were here they were certainly entertained in a royal man­
ner, and they will not forget soon the entertainment given 
them at Union hall on Thanksgiving evening. Almost the 
entire student body and members of the faculty were 
present to help entertain their guests. Music was furnish­
ed for the occasion by Schrieber’s orchestra and dancing 
was indulged in until a late hour. On account of the de­
layed trains, because of the wreck east of Missoula, the 
members of the Bozeman football team were forced to re­
main in Missoula on Friday, and they spent the day In 
looking about the city and paying a visit to the university. 
They were much pleased with their visit and express 
grateful feeling to members of the university for the man­
ner in which they were treated. They are a jolly set, and 
during the time they were in the Garden city they turned 
loose to have a good time.
The defeat of the football team on the gridiron this 
season is not taken very seriously by the members of the 
school, as they fully realize that conditions were such as 
to make it almost impossible to put up a team good enough 
to defeat the experienced players of the state, with so little 
time to develop. All the members of the team are com­
paratively new men at football, but it is generally con­
ceded that they have done some excellent work in the 
time they have had for practice. Of course, the team 
represents the principal institution of the state, and for 
that reason much should be expected of it, but one must 
bear in mind that the average age of the players is about 
18 years. Without doubt no university in the United 
States has put up a team composed of such young players. 
During his residence in Missoula Coach Peck has drilled 
the boys in the fine points of the game, and with a little 
more age and wreight to their team they will play some 
wonderful games in the next few' seasons. Most of the 
members will remain in school and will continue their 
football practice. Coach Peck has nof brought a victorious 
team before the people of the state this year, but he has 
done one thing that is worth much to those interested di- 
to lay the foundation of a team which It will be hard to de­
feat in a year or two from this time. He has done another 
feat in a year or two from this timet. He
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lias done another thing worthy of praise in 
managing to have two and at times three
teams on the football field on practice nights. Stu­
dents and faculty of the university are not discouraged 
over the outcome of the season, as some would imagine, 
.but they realize they have excellent material within their 
midst for next year.
Now that the football seaeon is over the basket ball 
games will start. The suits for the young men will ar­
rive in a few days, and then rigid practice will begin. 
Now that the other schools of the state have learned of 
the organization of this basket ball team, they are anxious 
to secure games, and several challenges have been re­
ceived.
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T H E  C LA R K IA  SOCIETY
The work of the Clarkia Literary society has never 
been more successful or interesting that at the present 
time. While the society is interested in its work, it is a 
deplorable fact that little encouragement is given by the 
interest of visitors. The society would be greatly encour­
aged by visits from the members of the Faculty, and stu­
dents. The Clarkia meetings are held every alternate 
Monday at 4:15 in the Literary hall.
The members of the Clarkia are preparing to give 
two short plays before the holidays. Some or the best 
talent of the University will be in the cast. Miss Kellogg 
is directing those who are in the plays, and under such ef­
ficient training those who take part will, no doubt, make a 
success of the productions, “The Obstinate Family,” and 
“The Best Laid Plans.”
The last meeting of the Clarkia was a very interesting 
one. iSome business was transacted, and the resignation 
of Miss Florence Wood, on account of poor health, was 
accepted. Miss Evelyn Polleys was elected to succeed 
Miss Wood as treasurer.
The next meeting of the Clarkia will be on Dec. 15.
T H E  H A W T H O R N E  SOCIETY
The mock trial held by the Hawthorne literary society 
on Saturday, Nov. 29, has created a great deal of interest 
among its members as well as the student body in general.
Mr. Herbert Hughes a genial and good natured So­
phomore, was tried on the grave charge of “ Cruelty to ani­
mals.”
It would be unjust to go into the details of the charge; 
but told in a few words, Mr. Hughes along with three oth­
er companions of different weights and sexes, were sup­
posed to have ridden one lonely black horse all the way 
to Fort Missoula and back in the brief time of one half 
an hour. This was undoubtedly cruel treatment to “Man’s 
best friend” and the accused was dulty arrested by Sheriff 
Ked Williams. The presentation was conducted by Coun%
Attorney Ed. Williams and Mr. Bunker. The defense was 
ably represented by Messrs. R. Walters and Rankin.
Attorney Wm. Murphy presided as judge and occas­
ionally brushed the counsel up on legal points. The other 
officers were Miss Loffness, official stenographer and 
Moncure Cockrell, clerk ô  the court.
Both sides had a large number of witness to examine 
and many interesting tales were told; all representing the 
gospel truth, (?)
The expert testimony of Dr. Rennick was listened to 
with marked attention, for his capabilities as a veterinary 
surgeon have never been doubted.
Both sides made strong pleas in behalf of their case, 
but Judge Murphy decided that counsel for the defense 
assisted by Herb’s old chum’ ’had put forth the best evi­
dence and accordingly the prisoner was set free. Although 
the county lost its case Judge Murphy highly commended 
the attorney for putting up a strong argument in behalf 
of the prosecution.
The literary hall was filled with students and visitors 
who were interested in the case. With this adventure a 
success, it is noped that another trial will be held before 
the Semester closes.
A highly successful meeting of the Hawthorne Literary 
society of the State University was held Dec. 13, at John 
M. Evans hall. The attendance was large, and the audi­
ence applauded warmly the brilliant things brought out 
in the literary program rendered. An impromptu address 
of real merit was made by M. Cockrell; and a reading se­
lection by John Jones said much for the ability of the 
reader.
With the question, “Resolved That the Judiciary Sys­
tem of Montana Is Defective,” much clever thought and 
delivery was brought out. The judges decided in favor of 
the negative, which was well contended for by Leslie Sher­
idan. The affirmative side was supported by R. Goodburn.
An irregular debate followed, in which all of the mem­
bers present participated. The subject was, “Resolved, 
That a Business Education is More Beneficial Than a Uni­
versity Course.” A number of clever extemporaneous 
speeches were made, and all of the addresses were credit­
able.
The society is making elaborate preparations for a 
joint meeting with the Clarkia society to be held on the 
evening of Jan. 10. A debate will be held, the subject se­
lected being, “Resolved, That Higher Education Among 
Women Is Destructive to the Comfort of Their Home 
Life.” The affirmative side has been selected by the Haw­
thorne and the negative will be taken by the Clarkia.. The 
speakers have not yet been named.
BOYS AT U N IV E R S IT Y  MEET.
The university boys held a meeting Monday, Dec. 15, 
for the purpose of effecting the organization of a basket­
ball team. They have already received suits and other 
paraphernalia for the game and it is now expected that 
the organization will be effected and practice will begin at 
once.
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*  *  *
Miss Eloise Rigby says her favorite caller is the Cor­
liss. It is just the right height.
* * *
It is too bad to break a dozen like that, especially
when the remainder isn't so badly cracked.
•  *  *
The Quanoozeh club was entertained by Miss Hattie 
Rankin, Nov. 19th. The members present were Roxy 
Howell, Evelyn Polleys, Katherine Reeves, Fay Murray, 
Saidie Beckw’tb, Margaret Renan, Anabel Ross and Miriam 
Hatheway.
•  *  *
This chestnut is so buggy, I can see it waggin*.
* * *
Miss Lillian Jordan will spend her Christmas vaca­
tion at her home in Glendive.
• * •
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Weber of Hamilton spent Thanks­
giving in this city with their daughter, Mrs. Chas. E. 
Avery.
* * *
Anne Beilenberg most delightfully entertained a 
small party Nov. 3. Those present were Herbert Hugnes.
* * *
The Greek society, the Theseven, held a meeting In 
the basement recently at which they indulged in Greek 
games. A workman who was laying pipes under the floor 
of the lunch room enjoyed the performance very much.
* * *
Mr. Jones has been more thoughtful than ever, lately, 
(if that is possible.) Realizing that mud is not the most 
beneficial thing in the world for basket ball suits, he kind­
ly consented to wash the whole twenty-four. We thank 
him twenty-four times.
* * *
“ Those Bozeman boys do write beautifully, but then
they have a six years penmanship course over there.”
• • *
A visitor interested in athletics, who has been at the 
university the past month is Mr. Charles Spofford—a 
Harvard graduate.
•  *  *
From Miss L—c—a M-----------1-1—s’ diary:
Leaping and prancing now 
Are my delight 
I hit the ceiling high 
Most every night.
Cold baths and potatoes 
I simply adore,
When i am dragged from them 
I yell for more.
Give me m’ punchin' bag,
Injun clubs too.
I’ll beat the Helenas
Red, white and blue. (Maybe.)
* *  *
Prof. Elrod said if was always the locals that sold the 
paper. That of course accounts for the wide circulation 
of the Kaimin.
•  *  *
At last we are feeling the effects of the late coal-
strike Mr. Kessler is a fine economist.
* * *
On November 8th Miss Anna Beilenberg entertained 
Mr. Herbert Hughes at a chafing dish supper.
* * •
Ben D. Stewart, a University alumnus of the class of 
1902, reached home Friday night, Dec. 12, from a stay of 
several months in Colorado with the United States geo­
logical survey service.
• * *
Prof. J. M. Hamilton left Friday evening, Dec. 12, to 
visit one of his brothers who resides in Illinois, and who, 
It is reported is quite seriously ill. He wll be absent three
or four weeks. ...................
* * *
Go to Miss Murray for your flags. Made after the 
Butler fashion. Quite up to date and sewed on the wrong 
side with white thread. No credit.
* * *
“ My dear girl I ain’t got no time to write.”
* * *
It must be a great deal warmer here than in Potomac 
for almost immediately on arriving in Missoula, one of our 
Potomac visitors shaved off his mustache. It was a good 
one too, considering it was a first attempt.
* * *
The U. of M. once again is filled with the thundering 
voices of orators. They (the orators) distribute them­
selves around in different rooms to do their stunts— and 
it's rather noisy if they happen to forget to shut the doors.
* * *
Crepe de chin(e)— a gratee.
*  *  *
Thank you Mr. Jones for those dear shiney, nicely 
driven nails. Thank you.
• * *
Bozeman.
* * *
Not dead, but sleeping.
What will happen next? The other day in Clarkia 
Roxy Howell made a simple confession. It was awfully 
interesting in spite of its . simplicity.
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Miss Fay Murray gave a military dinner November 
20th, in honor of her guest Mr. Jack Gates, of West Point. 
National colors were used in decorating the pretty home, 
the color scheme even being carried out in the appoint­
ments of the table. Those who enjoyed Miss Murray’s 
delightful hospitality were Miss E. Polleys, M. Ronan, M. 
Hatheway and Roxy Howell. Messrs. Archibald Winston, 
Jack Gates, Chas. Spofford and Horace Curtis.
*  *  *
“Ah, now, I don’t think that’s necessary.”
*  *  *
It is a pity that Mr. Leslie Woods has not realized 
before what ca pabilities he possesses as a football player. 
All those who were fortunate enough to see the practice 
•on Nov. 20th, were convinced that there was true football 
material in him. We are not referring to pigskin when 
we say this. * * *
Miss Fay Murray who has been devoting her spare 
time to the manufacture of U. of M. flags has invested in 
a new red tarn. Let the good wrork go on.
*  *  *
“And I want to.ask you.”
* * *
Advantage has been taken of the fine muddy weather 
to practice basket ball vigorously. Carol Wells, who is 
known by the pet name “Pig” has been quite in her ele­
ment.
♦  *  *
Miss Fay -Murray entertained on Nov. 16th, a few 
friends informally at her home. Those present were Miss­
es E. Polleys, A. Ross, M. Hatheway. Messrs. H. Polleys, 
D. Peck, and H. Sloane.
* * *
Please remember that the Clarkia is not a secret or­
ganization, also remember that it would encourage the 
society to know that there are others, beside its members 
who are ipterested in it.
*  *  *
Anne Bielenberg is looking sad these days. Poor girl 
it seems as though the bright hues of her life have 
changed. She is in a peck of trouble all on account of a 
■black horse.
* * *
The wedding of Miss Allie Reeves, a former U. of M. 
.student, and Mr. Robert Stewart, took place at the home 
of the bride’s sister, Mrs. Robert McKeown of Bonner, on 
Nov. 26. We wish them joy.
* * *
If you don’t and won’t give locals to the Kaimin 
you can’t be amused or interested by the local columns. 
Have you ever noticed it is your own jokes and news 
items that especially interest you? Why if every one In 
this school would only remember all the bright things he 
or she has ever said or done and would write them down 
and send them in to the local editor, I am sure we would 
have a local column which we would have no need to be 
ashamed of, for, of course, you have all said and done 
bright things. If not, your actions belie you. Have I not 
seen dozens of you ha-ha-ing over some of your own 
speeches. Those speeches of course, must have been witty 
Send them in. Let us ha-ha too.
Then news items. We are interested in what you are
doing. Don’t be afraid of making yourself too public, the 
circulation of the Kaimin is not very extensive. Perhaps 
you wish to know what to do with your items. Put them 
in the local box in the library and we’ll do the rest.
* * *
Did you see those neat little hand bills the boys got 
out for the late game between Helena and the second var­
sity team? I am sure the very charming girl, I won’t say 
whether she was professor or student, was referring to one 
of those when she said to the smiling young man, and I 
won’t say whether he was professor or student, either, 
“Will you hold my little hand, Bill.”
* * *
We gave the Bozeman boys one real good time here 
Thanksgiving. It is not often that they can get away 
from their plowing and farm work. Realizing this the TJ. 
of M. planned out a little sprit for them in the form of a 
football game in which every Flaherty was to make six 
points. Five or six of the said boys, for some reason or 
other failed to gain ihese, and cor 'ented themselves with 
watching their more energetic brothers make a pretty 
score. In the evening the Bozeman team or rather the 
Flahertys were given a dance in the Union, a regular old 
fashioned barn dance. We knew it would make them 
more like home if we had it there and really they did 
enjoy it. A wreck delayed them during the greater part of 
the next day and this time they spent in looking at Mis­
soula’s historic buildings and in riding on the street cars. 
Come again. * * *
A substantial iron fence is being placed around the west 
and north sides of the university grounds. It will add 
much to the attractiveness of the grounds.
* * * «
A meeting of the oratorical association was held on 
Wednesday Dec. 3, following the chapel ex­
ercises. The committee which had been ap­
pointed to formulate plans for an intercollege- 
iate debate, rendered its report. The report 
was given by Chairman George Greenwood, and when put to 
a vote was adopted. The plan is somewhat as follows: On 
Jan. 7, 1903, a free-for-all debate will be held among the 
students of the university. This debate will be open to all 
who wish to enter. Judges, appointed by the president of 
the oratorical association, will pick the six best debaters 
from this lot. Later a debate will be held in which the six 
selected will take part and from these a team of three will 
be selected to represent the university in her debate with 
the Washington Agricultural college. This intercollege- 
iate debate will be held in Pullman, Wash., this year. 
Those who wish to enter the first free-for-all debate will 
hand in their names to the president of the oratorical as­
sociation during the coming week.
* * *
George Barnes of the class of 1902 was a visitor at the 
school on Wednesday. He attended the chapel exercises.
Proud of It, Too.
The University of Montana Kaimin is edited by a Mrs. 
its Literary Editors are both Misses, and its Local Editor 
is a Miss. Evidently “Woman rules the World” in Mis­
soula. We shall watch the Kaimin with Interest.—From 
the Chronicle, University of Utah.
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The literary department of “The Kaimin” from the 
University of Montana, is excellent.— Baker City Nugget.
How detestable is the man who tells malicious lies; 
but how much more detestable is he who tells malicious 
truths.— Exchange.
Among the exchanges received so far, “The Ziger” of 
Colorado College, and “Purple and Gold," of Bellevue, Ne­
braska, deserve special commendation.
German Instructor (to usually late student)— I see you 
are early of late; you used to be behind before, and now 
you are first at last.— Harvard Lampoon.
From the University of Montana there comes the 
“Kaimin,” a breezy and well arranged paper, and in it 
we find the best and brightest exchange items for the 
month.— From “The Student.”
Basketball is all right. It develops grace, agility, con­
fidence and strength. It should be a part of the curricu­
lum of every school. As a beautifier It is worth all the 
lotions and powders the most skilled pharmacist can pre­
pare.— “Missoulian.”
T H E  PA U P E R ’S C H R ISTM A S CAROL
After labor’s long turmoil,
Sorry fare and frequent fast,
Two and fifty weeks of toil,
Pudding-time has come at last;
But are raisins high or low,
Flour and suet cheap or tiear?
Heigho! I hardly know,
Christmas comes but once a year.
Come tomorrow how it will!
Diet scant and usage rough,
Hunger once has had its fill,
Thirst for once has had enough.
But shall I never dine again,
Or see another feast appear?
Heigho! I hardly know,
Christmas comes but once a year.
Bright and blessed is the time,
Sorrows end and joys begin,
While the bells with merry chime,
Bing the day of plenty in.
But the happy tide to hail,
With a sigh or with a tear,
Heigho! I hardly know,
Christmas comes but once a year.
— Thomas Hood.
T H E  FOOTBALL HERO.
Rah! Rah! Rah!
Hist! Hist! Hist!
Eye out, shoulder bjoke, busted wrist,
German silver windpipe,
Celluloid ear,
When I go through the crowd,
Won’t the people cheer?
— Exchange..
Schmile and der worldt schmiles mit you,
Laugh and der worldt vhill roar;
Houl und der worldt vhill leafe you,
And nefer come back any more.
Nor all of us couldn’t peen handsome,
Nor all of us hafe goot clothes;
But a schmile is not expensive,
And cofers a worldt of woes.
— Exchange.
T H E  Y U L E  LOG.
When the Yule log burns upon the hearth,
With carol, chime and Christmas cheer,
A fire should kindle in each soul 
To gladden all the coming year;
A flame to brighten heart and home,
And shine as well for other eyes,
Fed by good deeds which still glow on 
When dim and cold the Yule log lies.
No life so poor but it may know 
A spark of this divinest fire.
No life so beautiful and rich
But still, flame-like, it may aspire.
Then kindle Yule logs far and wide 
To burn on every happy hearth,
Fit symbols of the faith and love 
That purify and bless the earth.
— Louisa M. AlcotL
SOME D E F IN IT IO N S .
A Professional is a man who, ’way back when he was 
a Small Boy was given 50 cents for hunting balls that 
went over the fence.
A Coach is a man who cusses the team and kicks the 
eternal stuffins out of the man who fumbles the ball.
A Rooter is a man with a voice who says “W e” in 
speaking of the team.
An Alumnus is a man who will tell you that he used 
to be the Whole Thing.
A Student is an Individual who is Hotly Intent on 
hitching his ice wagon to a star.
A Professor is a man who has been at it so long that 
he forgets that he used to Flunk too when he was in col­
lege.
A Bluffer is a person who seeks to follow the line of 
Least Resistance.
A Flunk is when you pass in your chips.
A Cut is a Temporary Relief given by the unprepared 
Prof and taken by the unprepared student.— Leger.
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A YOUNG HOUSEK EEPER .
The moment she came into the store the grocer made 
■up his mind that she was a newly fledged housekeeper. 
She had a tiny memorandum book in one hand, the other 
held a small satchel.
‘SI would like a yard of sausage,” said she, as she 
opened her book.
“You mean a pound, don’t you?” -asked the grover as 
he smoothed the folds of his white apron.
“Of course, how foolish of me,” she replied. “You 
see, I am so used to going to bargain sales in the dry 
goods stores, that I quite forgot myself during the mo­
ment.”
“Well, I want some eggs; how many shall I want?”
“I think a dozen will be what you need!”
“ Oh, dear! And shall I have to knead them? I 
thought all you had to do was to break them up with an 
egg-shaker. Well, send me a dozen shelled.”
“I think you had better have them in the shells; they 
keep fresh so much longer.”
“Do you keep corn starch?” she asked, “or shall I 
have to go to the drug store for it?”
“No, ma’am; we keep it right here.”
“Well, put down a bottle of corn starch. I promised 
Henry, that’s my husband, you know, that I would get 
him something for his corns.”
“I’ll put down a package, it comes in packages, ma’­
am,” and the grocer stuffed one corner of his apron into 
his mouth to keep from smiling audibly. She busy con­
sulting her book and so did not notice how near the grocer 
•came to strangling.
“I’d like some nut megs, and I’d like them all cracked. 
You see we didn’t get a single pair of nut crackers among 
our wedding presents.”
“Yes, ma’am,” answered the grocer with tears in his 
eyes,, and he put down two ounces of nut meg.
“I have a number of articles down in my note book, 
I wrote them down so hurriedly, that I can’t quite make 
them out. Probably you may be able to suggest some 
things necessary to start housekeeping with.”
“You will want butter.”
“Certainly! How silly of me not to think of butter; 
you’d better send two tubs of butter. The tubs will come 
in so handy for washing.”
“You had better try two pounds first, and see how you 
like it,” and the grocer chewed a large hole In the corner 
c f his apron.”
“Haven’t got the toothache, have you?” she inquired 
sympathetically and without waiting for an answer, she 
"went on: “Oh, I must have some Irish potatoes for
Bridget. I must get something to remind the poor girl 
c f  her home. Put down two sacks of Irish potatoes, 
please, you know those bags make such fine towels. O, 
and coffee, I must have coffee, you know.”
“Yes, ma’am; do you want the beans? We have some 
fresh roasted.”
“Yes, the beans. But haven’t you got them baked. 
Henry is a Bostonian, you know. And there is tea. I’ll 
take some tea—beans too; and cocoa. I’m so fond of co­
coa. Now, please, don’t forget to send me some cocoa- 
nuts.”
“No, I won’t forget, ma’am; is there anything else?” 
queried the grocer as two buttons flew off his vest, and 
he unbuckled the strap to save the rest of them.
“Yes,” she answered, “I want some apples; but be 
sure they are perfectly dry, because I haven’t bought my 
clothes line yet, and if they weren’t thoroughly dry, 1 
wouldn’t have anything to hang them on.”
“Hadn’t you better let me send you a list of family 
groceries? suggested the grocer, who was getting desper­
ate, “you can return anything you don’t want.”
“ That will be splendid. But remember, I only want 
small family groceries; there are only Bridget, Henry and 
myself in the family at present. Good-day, anl be sure 
and send them this afternoon, No. 44, right across the 
way.”
“Well,” remarked the grocer, “ if that woman isn’t a 
cuckoo,” and he sent his clerk home with his apron to get 
a patch put on it.—Exchange.
The Pacific Wave of Oct. 22nd, prints the views of a 
number of University of Washington students in regard to 
the proposed North West Intercollegiate Association. One 
or two of those students who have expressed themselves, 
seem to hold opinions decidedly unfair to the other col­
leges interested.
The exchange editor of the Exponent, of the Montana 
State Agricultural College, evidently intends to show the 
exchange editors of other college papers how to edit their 
exchange columns. We shall anxiously await the coming 
of each issue, so that we shall know how to reform our 
own columns.
One of the neatest and most attractive exchanges re­
ceived this' month is the Wyoming Student for October.
The University of Oregon Monthly for October con­
tains several little gems of verse in her exchanges, and 
an excellent poem entitled, “The Witness of the World.”
A great writer has said that one difference between a 
wise man and a fool is that a fool’s mistakes never teach 
him anything.—Ex.|
New Degree Under Fransden.
Freshman—I am taking Bacteriology.
Soph.—What are you trying for, a B. B.?
F.—What’s that?
S.—O, Bachelor of Bugs.
—Student Record.
Epitaph.
Here lies a young man 
Who in childhood began 
To swear, to smoke and to drink. 
In his twentieth year 
He quit smoking and beer,
And yet is still smoking, I think.
Judge—“What did you steal that man’s purse for?” 
Prisoner—“I thought the change might do me good.”
—Exchange.
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THE WITNESS OF THE WORLD.
1902
“ Sing,” said the World, and I searched my soul;
“What have I here for the children of men,
That will brighten their eyes and ease their hearts, 
And point them a path to the one true goal?”
“ Yea, what is that goal? Is my faith so firm 
As to make me sure of the one true way?
Are the ways not many, blind trails of the dark?
And is there a realm of an endless day?
“ Do I Know that men are more than beasts?
Where does brute leave off and man begin?
What can we hope of heavenly good 
In a world so black and cursed with sin?”
“ Hush,” said the World, “ thy gloomy doubt 
It cannot profit us to hear.
Who sings to better the children of men 
Must sing of hope and not of fear.”
“ Out of the dusk, primeval, vast,
Man has been led to better things,
The haunting birds of the night that’s past 
Have followed us close y on ghostly wings;”
“ But eed them not. the ominous birds,
They will turn again from the brighter day ,
For fear shall perish and doubt shall die 
When the fuller knowledge has won its way.'
—University of Oregon Monthly.
C U N N IN G  W IL L IE .
Little Willie fed Amanda
Moth balls which he said were candy.
Then the doctor came a pantin’,
Said 'twas cholera infantum.
Little Willie only smiled—
He is such a cunning child.
He limped painfully along with an arm in a sling and a 
bandage over an eye.
“ Poor chap! Football or the rush?”
“ Neither; he didn’t see an auto coming.”—The Lantern, 
Ohio State University.
COLLEGE MEN.
There is a mystic charm about the term “ college men.” 
You experience a thrill of pride when you hear someone 
spoken of as a college man.
What is there to the expression that thrills you? What 
does it stand for? Does it stand for athletics? No, for a 
man may go through college and never participate in the 
athletic field. Does it stand for skill in debate? Hardly; 
the debaters are fewer than the athletes. Nor does it stand
for a high degree of scholarship alone, though that is a 
part of it.
The term college man should stand for an ideal man, a 
gentleman, an educated gentleman.
In England the greater stress is laid on manhood, in 
America the education is more often placed first Let ua 
combine the good qualities of both systems and strive di­
rectly toward the ideal, college manhood.—The Pacific 
Wave, U. of Washington.
Watkins of Princton is coaching Vanderbilt again this 
year, with M. P. O’Connor as assistant. Vanderbilt ex­
pects to win the Southern championship.
3 /L is c e lla n e e u s
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AN E X P E R IM E N T  IN TEM PER A TU R ES.
M. J. E.
During the past summer and fall the department o f  
Biology has had two thermographs in constant use, one 
at the first summit of Mt. Sentinel, immediately east of 
the University campus, the other at the University. 
These instruments were started early last March, and 
have been running ever since.
The thermographs are of foreign make, the same In 
style as used by the Weather Bureau. They run by clock 
work, and will keep an eight day record without atten­
tion. The record is made by an expanding metal, fixed at 
one end, the other end working by a series of pivots to 
cause an inked pen to trace a mark on a cylinder of paper.
The thermograph on the summit of Mt. Sentinel is at 
an altitude of 5100 feet, that at the University 3225 feet 
above sea level. There is thus a difference of nearly 
2000 feet in the altitude of the two instruments. They 
are visited weekly, when the old record sheets are re­
moved and new ones put on.
The original idea upon which work was started was 
to see if data could be secured concerning the effect of 
altitude upon temperature and upon vegetation. Miss 
Katherine Ronan visited the instrument on the summit 
during the spring mopths, taking copious notes on the 
vegetation. Martin Jones changed the sheets during the 
summer, making the weekly trip to the summit. Since 
the opening of the school year various parties have visited 
the summit to look after the record. Claude Spaulding 
has volunteered to read the summit instrument weekly 
during the winter, or so long as readings are desired.
The readings of the two instruments have aroused 
much interest in the temperature of the mountain top as 
compared with the valley, and the records bid fair to be 
of great interest and value in meteorological study, as 
well as to determine some factors concerning plant 
growth. Indeed, so great is the interest aroused by these 
readings that it is quite probable the government will add 
a rain guage, and. perhaps, an anemometer to the equip­
ment at the summit.
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It is rare that opportunity is offered for carrying on 
such an experiment, since few institutions are so advan­
tageously situated with regard to mountains. The exper­
iment will be continued for a year, and possibly longer. 
If the apparatus before mentioned is secured the data de­
rived will be considerable.
The climatic conditions at the two places are quite 
unlike. It is often warmer on the mountain summit than 
in the valley. Rarely do the thermographs read together. 
Again it is much colder on the summit than In the valley. 
The wind may blow a gale at high altitude, while at the 
University there may be very little movement of air 
A report of the records of the two instruments has 
been given to the daily press for several weeks past, and 
the records have aroused very much interest because of 
th unexpected differences shown by the instruments.
EXCUSES FOR TARD IN ESS.
Teachers who require written excuses for tardiness 
from parents of pupils sometimes receive very amusing 
notes. Here are a few specimens from a number received 
some time ago by teachers in the Boston schools, and re­
corded by the Chicago Chronicle:
“Dear sir, please excuse James for lateness. I kneaded 
him after breakfast.” A second note reads: “ Please for­
give Billy for being tardy. I was mending his coat.” The 
third excuse goes more into details, but is none the less 
interesting: “Mister sir, my Jason had to be late today.
It is his bizness to milk our cow. She kicked Jase into 
the back today when he wasn’t looking or thinking of her 
actin’ ; so he thot his back was breke, but it ain’t. But it 
is black and blue, and the pane kept him late. We would 
get rid of that cow if we could. This is the fourth time 
she kicked Jase, but never kicked him late before. So ex­
cuse him for me.” A girl absent for half a day brought 
the following satisfactory excuse: “Miss teacher—my dot-
ter’s absent yesterday was unavoidable. Her shoes had to 
be half-souled,and she had a sore throte. Her konstitushun 
is delikit and if she is absent any more you can knew that 
it is en account of unavodabel sickness or something else.” 
A boy absent for half a day laid the following explanation 
on his master’s desk: Dear sir, please excuse Henry. He
went to grandpapa’s funeral with me this forenoon. I have 
been promising him for several weeks that he might if he 
was good, and he has been very good so I kept my word.”
COLLEGES.
In spite of the fact that Wyoming Seminary is situat­
ed in the cial-strike region this institution opened with a 
large enrollment.
The new Gordon College at Cairo, Egypt, was formally 
opened by Lord Kitchener, who was passing through Cairo 
on his way to India.
At Rust University the enrollment is larger than for 
years. A fine addition is being made to the industrial 
hall, and this work is being enlarged.
A quiet but very remarkable revival influence pervaded 
the college community at the Ohio Wesleyan during No­
vember. Rev. Henry Ostrom held a series of meetings in 
Gray Chapel.
Eight million dollars have been secured for the con­
solidation of the Rush Medical College with the University 
of Chicago. President Harper has refused to tell who is 
going to furnish the money. It is said, however, that the 
donor is John D. Rockefeller.
Beginning with the commencement in June of the 
present college year, Cornell University will retire all pro­
fessors at the age of seventy. The retired professors will 
serve as lecturers in their special departments for a period 
of five years. The salaries for the first year will be those 
received at the time of retirement; after that, $1,500 a year.
Williams won the debate from Wesleyan this year at 
Williamstown. The judges were Prof. D. C. Wells of Dart­
mouth, Dr. S. Weber of Albany, and Prof. C. H. Hull of 
Gornell. Weseyan had the affirmative of the following 
question: “ Resolved, That Congress shall enact a law un­
der which ail corporations doing interstate business and 
corporations doing business in more than one state shall 
be required to organize.”
The following are extracts from the report of the 
president to the State Board of Education which met in 
Helena, December 1:
That the graduates of the University be put in the 
same class with those of the State Normal in regard to 
the granting of certificates and permits to teach. The 
latter to be granted to all graduates who have had one 
year’s work in psychology and metheds. After two year’s 
experience a life certificate will be granted without exam­
ination.
That a School of Pharmacy be added to the regular 
course.
SCHOLARSHIPS.
Mr. William Lindsay of Glencjjve, Montana, has pre­
sented a scholarship to the High School in that city. This 
scholarship is awarded to the High School Graduate from 
this school wha has maintained te highest grade during 
his attendance.
This scholarship pays all expenses of the student for 
one year.
This is an excellent step and it is sincerely to be hop­
ed that others will offer inducements to meritorious young 
men and young women.
In order to still farther extend the influence of the 
University throughout the state it is believed that legisla­
tion should be secured granting two free scholarships to 
each county in the state. The holder of these scholarships 
should be exempt from all university fees.
T H E  GEOLOGICAL E X PED IT IO N .
One year ago an appropriation was made in the inter­
est of a Scientific Expedition that had for its object the 
collection of materials for the Museum and the advance­
ment of the knowledge of the Geological resources of the 
state. The party spent nearly two months in the field and 
for the brief time employed the results have been most 
gratifying. A large collection of material was obtained 
and the cause of scientific knowledge materially advanced
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In my last letter l fold you about 
' my last pasty,! didn’t I ? Well'.IJye 
forgotten everything else now in doing 
my Christmas shopping.; I want you to 
write me what you all want, for there’s !  
so many things it’s really, eonf u sing;:
I’ve just come from the!(3olden Rule 
and gotten a Smoking Jacket for Tom 1 
and have seen their foys  ̂ " Son ought 
to see them. I ’ve quite a few. things- 
laid away for the dear little ones.g 1 7
THE GOLDEN RULE,
haven’t forgotten when I was young and 
really I’m not so old yet, even if Tom 
does tease me. I’ll appreciate * any• 
tiding you sehd me. /  Wish you could 
shop where I do; it’s no trouble at all, 
and I get such good valuer 
. I must close now for here conies. 
Maud to -go for a sleigh ride, ' Oh, by 
the way} Aid you want me to send you 
a new dress pattern ? They’re offering 
ŝpecial values now at the Grolden Rule.
Good-bye;
MmGAJRftT. ; 11
THE STORE THAT KEEPS 
THE PRICES D O W fi
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Well! §§llf§f|WelllB midmmm
Who says we can’t play basket ball ?
HelenaHigh School ||ĵ p 
University of Montana i 1 2
T*i\e iF ir s ^
Success is a Sound Body
\0 t
To preserve the physical faculties 
you must eat pure and wholesome 
foods;
We carry a complete line of pure 
foods and cereals.
We now hold the championship of T
^ w m m m g m
f '
the State of Montana in Basket Ball. Bonner (§LPrice
’P h o i\ e 8 7
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Carries an Exclusive Cine of
West main $t, IHissoula, mom
J. J. McGrath
Successor to A. M. Stevens & Co.
Choice fy
F a m i l y
Groceries
F a n c y  C a n d ies*  F resh  N\its 
F ru its  e^nd V e g e ta b le s .
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RJTTENOUR ! 
®. HARKERj
6 The Best Line of Best Fitting <
| SHOES
5  At the Only Exclusive Shoe Store in Missoula. <
Compare these Lines to 
the Best in the World.
L a d ie s 9 G en ts L in e s
L in e s Johnson A Murphy
John Foster 
Utz & Dunn
The Stetson
Shoe Co.
C. P. Ford
J. S. Turner
Medlar A Holmes Walk Over
Laird, Sc ho- 
her A Co.
T. E. Tilt Shoe Co.
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Missoula !§j| 
Billiard and 
|Bowlingf||/
;CIub.,.v'|;p^S|
6 This popular resort has been o
o thoroughly remodeled and re- o
5 fitted, and is now open to the o
o public for the season. $
X BASEMENT HldGINB BLOCK 6
| Shoemaker Bros. |
| Proprietor*. |
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